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June 9, 2020 
Dear OASC member schools, advisers, and students, 
 

Last week, OASC posted an initial statement from the OASC Adult and Student Executive Board 
regarding our stance on anti-racism and supporting our school and student communities. I was 
overwhelmed as students, advisers, and schools began reposting and engaging in conversations 
with one another as a result of our post. And yet, that made me fully aware that we were only 
addressing the tip of the iceberg.  
 

Not only does OASC have work to do in order to be better and do better for our member 
schools and society as a whole, but I as your Executive Director have work to do. I know I am 
not alone as many of our advisers and students in Oregon are in the same situation – we 
recognize anti-Black racism and discrimination, we want what’s best for our schools and 
students, and we are actively working to determine the best ways to get there.  
 

I am a white woman who has a responsibility to use my privilege and position to ensure OASC is 
inclusive and anti-racist. For the past two years I’ve been reading, attending equity and bias 
trainings, and advocating for students of color to be at the table and to use their voices – 
however, as evident by our current climate, there is more work to be done and I am committing 
to make this work a priority for myself and for OASC.  
 

OASC has fostered an incredible community of BIPOC voices that we will be elevating and 
supporting as we move forward. I also know this is a time when I need to turn to leaders of 
color who have been in the arena, working to improve OASC for many years with different lived 
experiences than I, to help lead this work with us. 
 

Below I have outlined three sections related to equity and anti-racism work in OASC: first, work 
we have started; second, areas that we know need improvement; and third, action steps we are 
taking in the short term. 
 

 Work We Have Started 

• Programming: 
o Hosted a student-led Underrepresented Student Leaders Forum at Summer 

Camp, Fall Conference, and Winter Energizer in 2019/2020. 
o Beginning in 2012, workshops were presented at OASC events focused on equity, 

bias, history of Oregon in regard to race. 
o Began collecting demographic information on 2019 summer camp registration in 

order to have data to use for making curriculum and programming 
improvements. 
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o Intentional selection of guest speakers who represent a variety of gender 
identities, racial identities, and vary in age. 

• Representation: 
o Three (3) out of the last four (4) OASC State Presidents have been students of 

color; an OASC student of color was selected to sit on the Oregon State Board of 
Education in 2019-2020. 

o OASC serves as a co-collaborator on the Oregon Department of Education’s 
Equity and Civil Rights Committee with OSAA, OSBA, and COSA to combat racism 
in school activities; OASC was represented by Executive Director and eight 
students (six students of color, including two Black students). 

• Access:  
o Increased scholarship support to underrepresented students to attend camp and 

Winter Energizer; in the last 10 years, we have grown from approximately 20 
camp scholarships to over 70 per year, and 0 Winter Energizer scholarships to 20 
per year. 

o Since 2016, OASC has encouraged schools to allocate two registrations to attend 
middle school regionals to underserved or disenfranchised students; their 
registrations are provided free of charge on behalf of OASC. 

o The OASC Opportunity Fund was created in 2016 to diversify attendance at OASC 
events and have spent close to $8,000 to support access to OASC programming 
to our member schools. 

 

But we know we have more work to do. Below are areas that need to be a focus for OASC as we 
work toward being an inclusive and anti-racist organization.  
 

Areas That Need Improvement 
• OASC needs to ensure equitable access to programming and events to communities of 

color and other underrepresented groups so that the students we serve match the 
demographics of our member schools. 

• Expanding diversity, equity, and inclusion and anti-racism training and programming at 
OASC conferences, workshops and camps. 

• Creating a path for BIPOC to advocate to the Executive Board for changes in OASC 
curriculum, programming and policies. 

• There is currently a lack of racial diversity among educators in Oregon, including 
leadership advisers. OASC will work with COSA and school leadership teams to 
emphasize the importance of hiring diverse educators, as well as retaining existing 
diverse, BIPOC educators across the state. 

• The OASC board of directors has long lacked racial diversity - particularly among the 
adult board, which is drawn from leadership advisers, and conversations about equity  
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and anti-racism have only recently started. We need to be proactive in bringing more 
voices to the table and providing training and resources to OASC stakeholders. 

 

In order to make progress on the challenges outlined above, we have identified action steps we 
are going to take in the short-term to help us build out a longer-term strategy and plan. 
 

Our Immediate Action Steps 

• Within the next two months, the OASC Adult and SEC board will go through initial 
training on implicit bias and anti-racism and create a framework for future board 
development on these issues. 

• OASC will convene a committee led by advisers, students, and alumni of color to help 
craft an action plan for our organization with deeper analysis and short-term and long-
term recommendations. OASC staff and board will support and empower this 
committee and play as active of a role as is appropriate. 

• OASC will create a digital platform for student leaders of color to meet and build 
community while traditional OASC events are on pause. 

• By the start of the 2020-2021 school year, OASC will create a library of diversity, equity, 
inclusion, and anti-racism resources and materials specific to students and advisers, 
respectively. 

 

Thank you for your partnership and support in this work. If you have any questions, comments, 
or feedback, I encourage you to email me: sara@oasc.org.  
 

Sincerely, 
 

Sara Nilles 

Executive Director 
Oregon Association of Student Councils 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:sara@oasc.org
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OASC Equity and Anti-Racism Committee 

 

Charge: OASC will convene a committee led by advisers, students, and alumni of color to help 
craft an action plan for our organization with deeper analysis and short-term and long-term 
recommendations to address the areas identified as needing improvement -- and any other 
areas the committee determines. OASC staff and board will support and empower this 
committee and play as active of a role as is appropriate. 
 

Areas that need improvement 
• OASC needs to ensure equitable access to programming and events to communities of 

color and other underrepresented groups so that the students we serve match the 
demographics of Oregon. 

• Expanding diversity, equity, and inclusion and anti-racism training and programming at 
OASC conferences, workshops and camps.   

• A path for BIPOC to advocate to the Executive Board for changes in OASC curriculum, 
programming and policies.  

• There is currently a lack of racial diversity among educators in Oregon, including 
leadership advisers; OASC wants to help diversify this challenge. 

• The OASC board of directors has long lacked racial diversity -- particularly among the 
adult board, which is drawn from leadership advisers, and conversations about equity 
and anti-racism have only recently started. We need to be proactive in bringing more 
voices to the table and providing training and resources to OASC stakeholders.  

 

Timeline of the Committee:  
• Tuesday, June 23rd from 6:00pm to 8:00pm (Zoom) — First Meeting:  

• Goal: Determine initial recommendations and actions 
• Action Item: decide on dates for the next two meetings in July and August 

• July, TBD (Zoom) — Second Meeting:  
• Goal: Consolidate initial steps and begin creating the report and 

recommendations to be submitted to the OASC Executive Board  
• August, TBD (Zoom) — Third Meeting: 

• Goal: Complete report and recommendations to be submitted to the OASC 
Executive Board  

• September, TBD (Zoom) — Fourth Meeting: 
• Goal: Plan next steps for the committee in implementing OASC Executive Board’s 

decisions  
• Report and recommendations requested by: the week before the OASC Executive 

Board’s August meeting 
 


